Down: Pinhole (Volume 1)

DOWN Pinhole is the first book of an
explosive new trilogy by international
bestselling author, Glenn Cooper. A cross
between DANTES INFERNO and GAME
OF THRONES, DOWN is part historical
thriller and part fantasy-adventure, a
thought-provoking, page-turning, epic saga
that explores the consequences of evil and
transports readers to a world unlike any
they have ever experienced. John Camp
heads up security at a worlds largest
super-collider tunneled around London.
Scarred by his wartime experiences, hes
been fighting his demons and putting his
life back in order. High on his priorities is
his new relationship with physicist Emily
Loughty, the colliders beautiful and
accomplished Scottish research director.
When the collider starts up it hits its
projected energy target but then
inexplicably continues powering much
higher. In the blink of an eye Emily
disappears and a rough-looking man
appears in her place. In fear and confusion
the man barrels out of the lab and
disappears. His identity may be the only
clue to what has happened.
John
volunteers to embark on a mission to try
and rescue Emily and when the collider is
powered up again he finds himself in a
strange
and
terrifying
world,
geographically identical to Earth but very
different. Its a place some call Down,
eternally populated by those whove
committed the most unforgivable acts of
evil during their lives. Here in a world with
but a few glimmers of hope, kings and
dukes, including infamous historical
figures, battle perpetually for supremacy.
In a race against time, John must navigate
the terrible landscape of Down and bring
home the love of his life before they are
trapped for the rest of their lives. Glenn
Cooper, a Harvard graduate, archaeologist,
physician, former biotechnology CEO,
screenwriter and film producer, has written
ten thrillers that have sold over six million
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copies in thirty translations.
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